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Unblock-US (opens in new tab) is not a typical VPN (opens in new tab) service. Instead, it routes your DNS queries through its servers, changing your location based on the sites you visit. This allows you to access any type of blocked content, without any buffering or throttling.If such a platform won’t work for you and you’re looking for a full VPN with
all its advantages, then we strongly advise you to consider one of the best VPN (opens in new tab) solutions.PriceThere are two subscription plans on the table: monthly and annual. The former will set you back by $4.99/month, while the annual includes a $10 discount and costs $49.90/year (equal to $4.16/month).This is a bit expensive considering we
are not talking about a full VPN service here - and Unblock-Us can only be connected on one device at a time.If you don’t think Unblock-Us is the right choice for you, the provider offers a one-week free trial, no credit card required. Full refunds are also issued to users who cancel their annual subscription within the first thirty days after the
purchase.A full VPN service can provide all the features Unblock-Us doesn’t, especially a top-of-the-range offering like ExpressVPN (opens in new tab), NordVPN (opens in new tab), CyberGhost (opens in new tab) or Surfshark (opens in new tab).StreamingUnblock-Us can provide access to the likes of Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, Amazon Prime Video,
and other streaming services that might be unavailable in certain regions due to geographical restrictions.(Image credit: Future)About the companyUnblock-Us is owned by the company NetProtect Ltd, headquartered in Nicosia, Cyprus. It operates with the help of 100 servers in 17 countries.Privacy and encryptionTo provide you with access to all
sorts of content on the internet privately, Unblock-Us uses its SmartVPN. Unlike its SmartDNS technology, where it deploys a proxy to conceal the source of your IP address to the domains that request it, SmartVPN adds a layer of security to your connection.However, it doesn’t encrypt user data, but “simply seals the contents of your data for
transport so that the information within cannot be tampered with. That means no more snooping on your DNS traffic by your cellular carrier, and no more spying on behalf of Google”.We were surprised to see that the provider’s website didn’t have an HTTPS certificate and it asked us to disable our ad-blocker, which isn’t very encouraging in terms of
security. That said, at least its sign-up page, where you leave your personal information, is secure and protected by Trustwave’s Trusted Commerce program.The company claims in its Privacy Policy (opens in new tab) that it doesn’t collect or log any traffic or use of its services, nor does it store “any of your data that passes through our servers, and
we never manipulate the content you access.” It adds that it doesn’t “provide information that we do have unless we are legally required to”.In other words, some data does seem to be collected and if an authority asks it to hand over any information about you, it will comply. But since Unblock-Us states it doesn’t collect any traffic data, sensitive
information about your online activities should be safe.Unfortunately, we have no choice but to trust its word, because an external expert has not yet been brought in to verify the service's no-logging claims.SupportUnblock-Us can be configured on all major computers and mobile devices, as well as various other devices, including Apple TV,
PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Wii, Amazon Fire TV, routers, and so on.However, there are no native apps for its SmartVPN service, so you’ll have to make do with third-party software like OpenVPN or Tunnelblick, which can be a bit confusing for a beginner.Setup guides are available on the website and they’re very detailed. Besides the setup
walkthroughs, Unblock-Us’ website also includes a support center with useful articles on various topics, such as billing, sites and channels, announcements, etc. If the website can’t help with your problem, then you can contact human customer support via web form or phone.(Image credit: Future)Speed and experienceWe tested the download speeds
of the provider’s service and were quite pleased. Since Unblock-Us doesn’t route your traffic through any servers but just assigns you a new IP address, this means there were no losses in download or upload speeds during our testing. However, picking a server manually is impossible as the provider chooses the server closest to you
automatically.Unfortunately, there are no native clients so if you’re not used to such a system, you might feel overwhelmed and if you run into any problems, reading the log files might be overly complicated and confusing. Also, some may not be comfortable with tampering with their adapter options, which Unblock-US’s DNS service
requires.VerdictUnblock-Us has some strong unblocking capabilities, but that’s as far as it goes. It’s not a full VPN platform, so you shouldn’t expect any fancy privacy features and options, thousands of servers, nor full identity protection, as you would with the industry’s greatest performers such as ExpressVPN (opens in new tab).It’s great that
Unblock-Us offers a free trial and 30-day money-back guarantee but the lack of native apps makes it less appealing to beginners. Some governments, schools, and businesses try to block websites in order to reduce distractions, conserve bandwidth, or censor content. If you want to circumvent such limitations—and you’re willing to assume any
attendant risks—you can try to enlist the aid of a VPN, or virtual private network. How a VPN works A VPN creates a secure tunnel between your PC and a server in another location. When you connect to a VPN server, all of your communication travels through that tunnel, so third parties can’t monitor it. In this setup, your online identity—your IP
address—becomes anonymized, and you can access blocked websites. IDG Mullvad offers a variety of country and city locations from which to base your online acitivities. VPNs also offer a high level of security as any data passing through the VPN network is encrypted. Try AnchorFree’s Hotspot Shield for a free, ad-supported introduction to
accessing blocked websites via VPN. But if you want to use a VPN for all or most of your online activity, it’s wise to step up to a paid service, which usually costs a few dollars a month. Our current overall favorite VPN is Mullvad—but you can learn more about how VPNs work and compare a host of VPN products by reading our roundup of VPN
services. Note: A VPN does require that you download an app to your computer. If your situation makes this impossible, know that most VPN services offer a mobile component, which could allow you to bypass a Wi-Fi network’s IP restrictions from your phone. Heng Kiong teaches information technology, including business analytics and management
information systems, at a tertiary institute.Article NavigationCheck out the full series:Part 1: What Is Blockchain?Part 2: Centralised vs. Decentralised DatabasesPart 3: Digital SignaturesPart 4: Private-key CryptographyPart 5: Public-key CryptographyPart 6: Cryptography and Digital SignaturesPart 7: HashingWhat Is This Article About?Get
introduced to the fundamentals of blockchain and find out how businesses can leverage this technology to improve efficiency and increase security.BackgroundThe financial system is going through a major structural change. Recent developments suggest that cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin will drive the economy. Currently, the “Bitcoin” economy
is valued at close to US$70 billion and growing. Many businesses are “sitting up,” waiting for the next developments. At the same time, they are trying to understand the Bitcoin phenomenon and Blockchain, and what they mean for the future of their businesses.Since their beginnings in 2009, Bitcoin and Blockchain have changed the way we see and
store data forever. Experts believe that the blockchain platform alone represents a robust and truly decentralized medium for recording electronic transactions—something that has become commonplace in all modern businesses. Smart contracts, which are based on Blockchains, provide a way to make and manage business agreements.Most people
often use the terms Bitcoin and Blockchain interchangeably. Are they the same thing? What do they mean for businesses today and into the future?What This Article CoversThis article is suitable for senior executives, managers and professionals with a keen interest in Blockchain and how Blockchain will potentially shape and impact businesses.These
topics will be discussedWhat Is Blockchain? Cryptography: Digital Signature and Hashing Applications of Blockchain in Business What is Blockchain?What Is a Blockchain?A brainchild of Satoshi Nakamoto, Blockchain is mostly known as the distributed ledger technology underlying bitcoin. Blockchain represents a new paradigm for the way
information is shared, and many even say that it is the most disruptive technology in decades.This new way of storing data makes Blockchain secure, reliable and efficient. It can be used to record and track values, such as transactions, records, money, etc.Traditional ledgers.How Were Transactions Done Before Distributed Ledgers Existed?Currently,
due to the lack of trust among companies, business transactions are commonly conducted via an intermediary, for example a bank.All parties involved in the transactions maintain their own ledgers. The ledgers are not synchronised and hence may result in duplications, discrepancies and disputes.In addition, this traditional way of transactions is
highly dependent on an intermediary.Distributed ledgers.So What Makes Blockchain Different?Unlike traditional ledgers where transactions are recorded centrally and stored with an intermediary, Blockchain tracks transactions in a distributed manner and the records are synchronised among all parties in the Blockchain network.In Blockchain, every
new transaction is represented as a new entry in the distributed ledger. Transactions are contained in blocks and chain-ed together. Every block is attached to the previous block. This is how Blockchain got its name.Transactions in a Blockchain cannot be altered or tampered with, because this would mean the transactions attached to subsequent
blocks will also be affected.Transactions are linked together in a chronological manner to form a continuous chain of blocks which makes the record immutable.Using Cryptocurrency as an example, the first transaction ever happened is recorded and the entire list of transactions are being downloaded to whoever joins the cryptocurrency network. A
cryptocurrency ownership history can be traced all the way back to the first transaction, also known as the genesis block. With a record of all transactions, double-spending can be detected easily.Blockchain is secure, reliable and efficient. Blockchain records are immutable.Business Benefits of BlockchainBecause Blockchain reduces risk of data
tampering and builds trust in data, intermediaries are no longer required. Businesses can save time and costs while reducing risks as records are immutable. Transactions can now be carried out accurately and in a transparent way.Distributed ledger.What's Next?In subsequent articles, we will discuss in detail how Blockchain works.Next ArticleThis
article is accurate and true to the best of the author’s knowledge. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.© 2018 Heng Kiong Yap
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